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Highlights
We model animal cognition using neural networks foraging on artificial resources.
Networks specialise in diverse and resource-abundant historical environments.
Low diversity environments constrain the ability of specialists to expand range.
Monoculture farming could have an increased impact on specialist extinctions.
Negative effects from pesticides and GM defences will further compound this issue.
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Abstract
Specialist animals are at a greater risk of extinction in the face of environmental change than
generalist ones. The inability of some specialist taxa to expand host range through evolution
may exacerbate or cause their high extinction risk. Here we use connectionism (a framework
for modelling animal behaviour) to predict the environmental and physiological factors that

CR
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T

predispose some specialist taxa to an ‘evolutionary dead-end’. Neural networks are evolved
to become resource-specialised in a resource-abundant and resource-diverse ‘historical’

environment while losing ‘genes’ that should restrict their ability to expand their host range.

AN
US

Networks are subsequently challenged to escape their dead-end by expanding host range in a
‘contemporary’ environment that may have depleted resource abundance and diversity (as
many human impacted environments do). Loss of diversity in available resources universally
constrains the ability of networks to expand host range and this effect is very robust to

M

network conformation. Environmental resource abundance is more variable in its effect.

ED

Networks are generally robust to loss of genetic diversity during the evolution of
specialisation except at very high rates of loss. By omitting historical specialisation, we show

PT

that the effect of resource diversity on host range expansion is not a universal network
property but something that is often specific to specialist organisms. Historical specialisation

CE

also slightly reduces the robustness of networks in the contemporary environment to loss of

AC

genetic diversity during the specialisation process. Fundamentally, simulations predict that
loss of local resource diversity will further increase the vulnerability of specialists to
extinction by containing their ability to expand host range in the face of environmental
change.
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Introduction
In attempting to minimise the impact of humans on the natural environment, ecologists
identify the traits that predispose species to extinction so that these species can be prioritised
for conservation (McKinney, 1997; Purvis et al., 2000; Kotiaho et al., 2005; Lee and Jetz,
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2011; Urban, 2015). One such trait is niche specialisation and specialist species in many taxa
are at higher risk of extinction than generalists (Harcourt et al., 2002; Colles et al., 2009;
Clavel et al., 2011; Gallagher et al., 2015). As organisms may evolve adaptively in response
to environmental change (Gienapp et al., 2008; Harmon et al., 2009; Hoffmann and Sgrò,

AN
US

2011), one mechanism that could contribute to or cause this relationship is the tendency of
some specialist species to become stuck in ‘evolutionary dead ends’ from which they are
unable to escape, even if niche expansion is selectively advantageous. It was thought that
most specialist organisms are stuck in such dead ends but this view is now discredited

M

(Simpson, 1955; Moran, 1988; Forister et al., 2012; Vamosi et al., 2014; Day et al., 2016). At

ED

best there may be a slight overall bias towards the evolution of specialisation (vs
generalisation), but in some taxa this bias is stronger (Forister et al., 2012; Vamosi et al.,

PT

2014; Day et al., 2016). With this research field at the juncture just described it is important
to determine the environmental and organismal traits that predispose certain taxa to

AC

CE

irreversible specialisation while others escape this fate, and that is the purpose of this article.

We take a modelling approach, using connectionism (Flusberg and McClelland, 2014) to
simulate the evolution of behaviour, because behavioural evolution is a major part of any
niche contraction or expansion event. Using simple neural network models to model the
evolution of animal behaviour (Bain et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2010; Enquist and Ghirlanda,
2013; Ferrauto et al., 2013; Flusberg and McClelland, 2014) in the natural environment is
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attractive for a number of reasons. Neural networks are a core component of many artificially
intelligent computational systems and are designed to mimic real animal behaviour. They
embody some biologically relevant components such as communicating artificial neurons.
Their behaviour can be evolved easily using processes analogous to natural selection. They
are also less demanding of processor time than the more complex models used in
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computational neuroscience.

We consider how three factors at the heart of much ecological research over the last 50 years;

AN
US

resource diversity, resource abundance, and relative host/non-host value (the nature of

adaptive trade-off (Fry, 1996) which is based on physiological adaptation to resources),
impact the ability of animals to expand resource range following prolonged resource

M

specialisation. It is thought that specialist organisms become stuck in evolutionary dead ends
through prolonged loss of genetic variation, due either to intense selection for specialisation

ED

or drift in genes not under selection (Futuyma and Moreno, 1988; Jaenike, 1990; Forister et
al., 2012; Vamosi et al., 2014). Using a traditional evolutionary genetic framework, the

PT

dynamics of gene loss and behavioural constraint following specialisation is fairly trivial, but

CE

in reality genes impact components of the complex systems (neural networks) that generate
behaviour, and the dynamics of such systems are more complex. Here we embody

AC

behavioural evolution in a genetic algorithm where ‘genes’ determine ‘synaptic’ properties of
a neural network producing an input (environment) – output (behaviour) mapping (Figure 1).
This system has been used successfully to model the evolutionary ecology of animal niche
specialisation (Tosh et al., 2009).

5
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Networks are evolved to become behaviourally specialised in an ‘historical’ environment that
is both resource diverse and resource abundant. We then assume a transition to an
environment where resources may be less diverse and abundant (for example a humanimpacted environment). This altered environment we refer to as the ‘contemporary’
environment. Simultaneously, we fix different proportions of the genes determining network

CR
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function to represent the loss of genetic variation that accompanies niche specialisation. In
this contemporary environment we assume that niche expansion is selectively advantageous
and we examine the ability of networks to evolve generalist behaviour and so escape their
specialised dead-end (Figure 1 Part C). Simulations predict that loss of resource diversity

AN
US

within the geographic range of specialist species will further increase their vulnerability to
extinction by constraining their ability to expand host range in the face of environmental
change. Specialisation also lowers the robustness of networks in the contemporary

M

environment to the loss of genetic diversity that is thought to occur during the specialisation

PT

Methods

ED

process in the historical environment.

CE

Scenarios Considered

Broadly we imagined a scenario where an organism evolves resource specialisation in an

AC

‘historical’ environment that is both resource diverse and abundant, all the while losing
‘genes’ that could potentially help the network to later expand resource range. Subsequently,
the environment of this organism changes such that it may be less diverse and abundant. We
now assume that it is advantageous for the organism to expand host range through evolution
and analyse its ability to do so. From a biological perspective an individual organism would
simply be any network in a simulation. As each simulation used 50 networks created together
6
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then these could be seen as individuals of the same species with different populations of 50
organisms/networks being drawn for each simulation.

Essentially here we take a connectionist approach in this paper. Connectionism is a method
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for modelling animal behaviour that assumes processing information in a parallel and
distributed manner is fundamental to the types of behaviour that emerge from neural network
systems (Flusberg and McClelland, 2014). For this reason, connectionists feel justified in
using grossly simplified and generic representations of cognitive processing just as many

AN
US

fundamental aspects of population biology can be captured using grossly simplified models
of population dynamics (May, 2004). Non-generic aspects of our model (different network
outputs depending on where appropriate objects are on the retina) are inspired by the coding

M

of visuospatial processing in higher animals (Deco and Rolls, 2004).

ED

Networks were evolved over 500 generations to preferentially select only one of the 40

PT

resources (Figure 1B) in an environment that was resource abundant and resource diverse. An
environment of high resource abundance had 5-8 sections of the network input surface

CE

occupied by resources selected at random from the 40 in Figure 1B, in each of the 250
projections. An environment of low resource abundance (shown in Figure 1A) had 1-4

AC

sections occupied with resources. In a high diversity environment, resources for placement
into network input sections were selected at random from all 40 resources. In a low diversity
environment only 20 resources were used for selection. Further specifics can be found in
Figure 1B. Improvement in network performance during this stage, when trained as a
specialist (choosing a single host) is shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S1).
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At the end of the 500 generation specialisation period a percentage of the network weights
were fixed and no longer allowed to mutate, representing different levels of loss of genetic
diversity that may occur during the specialisation process. Fixing weights was done in steps
of 10% weight fixation from 0% through to 100%. To simplify coding we randomly sampled
one set of weights from our genetic algorithm’s population of 50 and inserted these into the
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T

other 49 networks. These weights were subsequently invariant while all other weights could
continue to recombine and mutate as described above. This procedure required that variation
in the weights of each network in the genetic algorithm’s population of 50 was slight and that
weights of a single network largely represented all networks in the population. To validate

AN
US

the process, we undertook a pilot study in which we trained 50 populations of 50 networks to
specialisation for 500 generations then selected 30% of their 600 weights and compared these
to the other weights at that position in their population. Overall mean variance and mean

M

standard deviation of the final weights after the 500 generations were 0.0374 and 0.0506
respectively (n = 450000). The mean value of weights across all control networks was

PT

ED

0.5320.

CE

After the 500 generation specialisation period each network then underwent a further 500
generations of evolution in which they were selected to generalise and preferentially choose

AC

all of 10 resources (Figure 1B) from the larger pool. This could occur in environments of
either high or low abundance or diversity as defined above. The value of non-hosts (either -1
or 1) was kept the same across all 1000 generations of each simulation. Figure 1C is a
summary of scenario combinations considered. It was necessary to standardise how well
networks under the various scenarios evolved to generalist behaviour at the end of the 500
generation in the ‘contemporary’ environment because randomly behaving networks vary in
fitness in environments of different diversity, abundance and value of non-hosts. A randomly
8
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behaving network in an environment of high abundance and a slight reward for non-host
selection will be fitter than the same network in a low abundance environment with a
punishment for selecting a non-host. We used the metric ‘progress towards perfect generalist
behaviour’. For each simulation run under the different scenarios, we firstly calculated fitness
when that network was behaving perfectly and maximising its fitness. We then divided the
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actual fitness observed at the end of 500 generations in the contemporary environment by this
maximum fitness. This gave a metric between 1 and 0 where 1 represents the case where a
network has successfully evolved completely optimal generalist behaviour, and 0 when the

AN
US

network has been unable to increase its fitness at all (see vertical axis of Figure 2).

The Network

M

The network described here (Tosh et al., 2009) and corresponding to Figure 2 B(i) and (ii)) is
only one of four network types used. Modifications to this network are described later in the

ED

Materials and Methods section. We created 2-layer artificial neural networks with 200 input
units and 3 output units. Our networks were fully connected; each input was connected to

PT

each of the output units. Output units were binary stochastic elements with pi, the probability

(∑

)

AC

CE

of firing of the ith unit, defined by

where g(x) is the binary sigmoid function g(x) = 1/(1+exp(-x)), the jth input layer unit
provides input xj to the ith unit via the connection wij, and M is the number of inputs to the
unit.

9
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For the initialising weight arrays each weight was given a value between 1 and -1 for each of
the 600 connections. Choosing initial weight values in this general region is a standard
method for initialisation (Gallant, 1993; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Enquist and
Ghirlanda, 2013). Other methods for initialising weights mainly concentrate on reducing the

Widrow, 1992; Yam et al., 1997; Yam and Chow, 2000).
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training time rather than final network performance (Psaltis et al., 1988; Nguyen and

For the network inputs, 40 resources were created using 5x5 arrays of 1s and 0s. (Figure 1,

AN
US

B). Four types of resource were created in groups of ten: bilateral symmetry, radial

symmetry, asymmetric and random conformation. The number of pixels in each resource
(regardless of its form: asymmetric, symmetric etc.) was rounded from a random sample of
the normal distribution with mean of 11.8 and variance 3.1. For more information, see (Tosh

ED

M

et al., 2009).

PT

The input layer for our networks was split into 8, 5x5 sections with each section having a
resource projected on to it (host, non-host or empty space) (Figure 1, A). Networks could

CE

output one of eight binary output codes, each corresponding to one of the 5x5 sections of the
input layer. Starting from the top left section of Figure 1 A and working clockwise (1, 1, 1) =

AC

section 1, (1, 1, 0) = 2, (1,0, 0) = 3, (0, 0, 0) = 4, (0, 0, 1) = 5, (0, 1, 1) = 6, (1, 0, 1) = 7, (0, 1,
0) = 8. If the network output (1,1,1), for example, section 1 of the input layer was examined
to determine if a resource was projected within this section. If so, scores were applied which
determined ultimate fitness of a network within the genetic algorithm. The basic input–output
mapping is not unlike certain systems of visuospatial processing in higher animals (Rolls and
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Deco, 2002); however, the model is stripped of all but the most fundamental elements of
neural processing (namely parallel distributed processing).

If the network selected an input that was empty, we considered this to be analogous to
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‘continuing search’ which had a negligible impact on fitness and was awarded 0 points.
Networks were forced to make a single choice and ‘commit’ to a resource as biologically this
is what we would expect to see in search behaviours, especially in specialist plant feeding
insects. They search till they make a decision and then alight. This is not necessarily a correct

AN
US

choice so they then may move on to make a new choice. The important aspect is that the
choice is made each time which is the important feature here. If the network chose a host
resource from the input projection it was awarded 5 points. This host resource value was
fixed at 5 across all simulations, only the number of potential hosts changed. Networks

M

training as specialists had only a single resource designated as a host but when trained as a

ED

generalist a network had 10 possible host resources. The input set used as hosts was the
asymmetric set of possible shapes. This choice was arbitrary and previous work (Tosh et al.,

PT

2009) has shown that results are robust to the input set used. If a network selected a resource

CE

designated as a non-host, the network was either punished with a score of -1 or rewarded with
a score of 1. These non-host values were maintained across all 1000 generations of a

AC

simulation, so a network that specialised for 500 generations with a -1 non-host value would
then generalise for 500 generations with this same value. It may seem counterintuitive to
readers to reward a mistake but many organisms do not always suffer from utilising non-hosts
resources and can sometimes do quite well if forced to utilise them (Fry, 1996). We
considered it intuitively reasonable to allocate a lower absolute score to selection of a nonhost than that allocated to selection of a host as most organisms have avoidance mechanisms
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to minimise the negative impact of mistakes. The resources designated ‘host’ and ‘non-host’
are shown in Figure 1B.

Two hundred and fifty ‘projections’, where a number of resources, selected randomly from
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the pool of 40 in Figure 2B, stimulate the input layer (Figure 1A), were input into the
network and scores summed across projections to determine overall fitness of a network. The
host was fixed as one specific resource of the pool of 40 available, however, as they were

AN
US

chosen randomly, not all projections contained a ‘host’.

The Genetic Algorithm

Fifty networks were created representing the ‘population’ of the genetic algorithm. The top

M

five scoring networks were chosen for mating and paired at random, each mating resulting in

ED

recombination with a probability of 0.6. During recombination a position in the 600 element
weight array was selected at random and halves swapped between networks. Subsequently,

PT

each weight was mutated with a probability of 0.1 with the amount to be added or subtracted
to the present value sampled at random from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance

CE

3. Simulations were repeated 10 times to account for stochastic variation in starting

AC

parameters and other stochastic elements and a further 10 times varying which asymmetric
resources (Figure 2B) networks specialised or generalised to (see below). Overall fitness was
a grand mean calculated first across stochastic repeats and then across shape variant repeats.

Generality of Key Effects

12
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So far we have described only one neural network conformation. We wished to know
whether key effects observed were robust to network conformation. We repeated all
simulations adding an extra ‘hidden’ layer of 100 stochastic binary neurons into the network
(Figure 2C(i)(ii)). Weight recombination and mutation of weights between layers 2 and 3
occurred as described above for weights in the 2-layer network. Addition of this extra
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complexity rendered simulations more processor-intensive so we only ran simulations at

weight fixation rates of 0, 30, 70 and 100%. We returned to the original 2-layer network and
removed the stochastic binary component from neurons such that they now output the raw
value from the transfer function (Figure 2D(i)(ii)). Lastly, using the original 2-layer network,

AN
US

we shuffled the output encoding (Figure 2E(i)(ii)). Now (1, 1, 1) = section 6, (1, 1, 0) = 4,
(1,0, 0) = 7, (0, 0, 0) = 1, (0, 0, 1) = 2, (0, 1, 1) = 5, (1, 0, 1) = 8, (0, 1, 0) = 3.

ED

M

Results

High resource diversity in the contemporary environment always has a positive impact on the

PT

ability of networks to expand resource range. The impact of resource diversity is always
greatest in contemporary environments of low resource abundance (Figure 2 B(i)(ii) to

CE

E(i)(ii)). In absolute terms, the impact of resource abundance in contemporary environments

AC

varies with network conformation. When we state that loss of diversity constrains expansion of
host range we are comparing networks in environments with the same resource abundance.
Therefore, we would expect that when abundance is at 50% and diversity is at 100% (Figure 2: red
lines) networks will perform better than when abundance is 50% and diversity is 50% (Figure 2:
green lines). Likewise, when abundance is at 100% and diversity is at 100% (Figure 2: orange lines)
networks will outperform those with 100% abundance and 50% diversity (Figure 2: blue lines).

When networks are punished for selecting a non-host resource during evolution, ability to
13
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generalise in high diversity contemporary environments either lies within the range of the
same measure in low diversity environments or is below the range in low diversity
environments (Figure 2 B(i) to E(i)). When networks receive a small reward for selecting a
non-host during evolution, specialists are always better able to evolve generalist behaviour in
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contemporary environments of low resource abundance (Figure 2 B(ii) to E(ii)).

Omitting evolution of specialisation in the historical environment has little impact on

evolution in the contemporary environment when networks are rewarded slightly during

AN
US

evolution for selecting a non-host (compare Figure 2 A(ii) to B(ii)). This is not true of

simulations where networks are punished for selecting a non-host. Here resource diversity
effects in the contemporary environment are little impacted when resource abundance is low

M

but when resource abundance is high these diversity effects are reversed and only facilitate
evolution of generalist behaviour in the contemporary environments when networks have

ED

undergone historical specialisation (compare Figure 2 A(i) to B(i) - E(i)). Thus in at least a
subset of our simulations, the benefits of high resource diversity in the contemporary

CE

PT

environment are only realised in organisms that are specialised.

AC

Generally, networks are robust to loss of genetic diversity during the evolution of
specialisation. Negative impacts on ‘recovery’ within the contemporary environment increase
with gene fixation rate and major impacts only begin to be realised after around 70% gene
fixation (Figure 2 B(i)(ii) to E(i)(ii)). Omitting historical specialisation does however increase
the robustness of networks to loss of genetic diversity (compare Figure 2 A(i) and B(i), A(ii)
and B(ii)), thus historical specialisation has a slight negative impact on robustness of
networks in the contemporary environment to historical genetic diversity loss.
14
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Discussion
The central finding of these simulations is that low resource diversity within the
‘contemporary’ environment constrains the ability of specialist networks to expand resource

CR
IP
T

range through evolution, presumably increasing the susceptibility of specialists to extinction.
Our demonstration that these impacts of diversity are specific to specialists under some
conditions (specifically when contemporary environments are resource abundant and

organisms are punished for selecting non-hosts by mistake) adds extra significance to our

AN
US

predictions: if effects are not specific to specialists they are unlikely to contribute to the

observed increased susceptibility of specialist organisms per se to extinction (Harcourt et al.,

M

2002; Colles et al., 2009; Clavel et al., 2011; Gallagher et al., 2015).

ED

Our results would suggest that many human impacted environments such as intensively
farmed crops, open pasture or logged areas will have a greater impact on specialists than was

PT

initially thought due to the constraints these low resource diversity areas will have on
specialists’ ability to evolve to make use of new potential hosts. Previous work (Dunn, 2005;

CE

Clavel et al., 2011) has illustrated that specialist insects in particular are more susceptible to

AC

extinction and that this can have a knock-on effect in other species that rely on these
specialists. Mass homogenisation of their principal resources, plants, through intensive
agriculture, logging etc. has been shown to be a major factor in driving this (Fonseca, 2009).
Additionally, this will be compounded by the finding that a non-host which carries a negative
penalty will further impact this ability. Use of pesticides and GM crop defences will impose
this negative penalty on specialist plant feeding insects for example. These resource
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abundant, low diversity areas are now common globally and as such could be helping drive
the rapid extinction of specialist organisms.

Ours is not the first study to indicate that biodiversity loss can predispose remaining species
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to local or global extinction. Mechanisms that mediate this effect include: loss of keystone
species, increased exposure to competition, and loss of resources that co-existing species
depend upon (Borrvall et al., 2000; Koh et al., 2004; Eklöf and Ebenman, 2006; Maynard et
al., 2017). Other studies have also shown that organisms may struggle to evolve required

AN
US

niche characteristics in response to dramatic contemporary rates of environmental change
(Quintero and Wiens, 2013). Our study is distinctive in linking the effect of resource diversity
on extinction risk specifically to specialists, invoking a cognitive mechanism, and implicating

M

restriction of niche width expansion following diversity loss as a key mechanism. How might
specialisation, cognition, and niche expansion unite following diversity loss to predispose

ED

species to extinction? We suspect the mechanism is fairly simple. Generally, when organisms
switch or expand resource range through evolution they do so to resources that are similar in

PT

key respects to those from which they came. For example, plant eating insects, which tend to

CE

be specialised, have a tendency to evolve onto plants that are closely related and chemically
similar to their ancestral host (Becerra, 1997; Pearse and Hipp, 2009). High environmental

AC

resource diversity may simply by chance increase the probability of specialists encountering
resource traits that are stimulating and therefore facilitate the move onto new resources.
Generalists must presumably be sensitive to more resource traits and may therefore benefit
less from exposure to this diverse range of traits.
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Our study generates the testable prediction that specialist organisms in resource diversitydepleted contemporary environments should be at particular high risk of extinction. This
prediction should be amenable to testing using pre-existing comparative methods and data
sets that have been used to establish the relationship between specialisation and extinction to
date (Harcourt et al., 2002; Colles et al., 2009; Clavel et al., 2011; Gallagher et al., 2015).
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The more specific prediction that this effect is mediated through cognition may require

additional experiments. Artificial selection experiments with specialist species of Drosophila
could be undertaken, analysing the ability of flies to expand resource range in lab

AN
US

environments of high and low odour diversity, for example.

It is no surprise that we found networks are robust to functional constraint (‘gene’ loss in our

M

simulations) as neural networks are well known for this property (Haykin, 2004) as are other
systems that employ parallel distributed processing such as the brain. People and animals that

ED

lose the use of one sense, for example, often compensate by increasing the sensitivity of other
senses (Chapman et al., 2010; Merabet and Pascual-Leone, 2010) and people born with only

PT

rudiments of normal brain structure may lead relatively normal lives (Fry, 1996) (note that

CE

these examples involve structural plasticity as well as redistribution of activity within existing
networks). Nevertheless, we also showed that specialisation in the historical environment

AC

lowers the robustness of networks in the contemporary environment to loss of diversity in the
weights that determine its behaviour. It should be borne in mind that specialisation in our
simulations occurred across only 500 generations. In real organisms, where evolution of
specialisation may occur over many more generations, this effect of specialisation on network
robustness may be more profound and could restrict the ability of specialists to adapt to
changing contemporary environments.

17
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Figure 1. A summary of the model and simulations. The network model is adapted from
(Tosh et al., 2009). Part A. Shows one of 250 ‘projections’ that are processed by the neural
network. Resources are placed onto the input surface and can appear at any of 8 distinct
positions on the surface. This information is processed by stochastic binary neurons (in the
first instance; neuron and other properties are modified in a sensitivity analysis) to output 3element binary codes which determine which of the eight sections, and by extension resource,
is selected by the network for ‘consumption’. Consumption has fitness consequences for the
network and determines which networks reproduce, mutate, and pass to the next generation.
Empty spaces, areas of the input surface containing only zeros, can also be selected.
Resource-abundant environments produce 5-8 projections on the input surface of the network
and less abundant environments produce 1-4 projections on the input surface. Part B.
Asymmetric resources are designated ‘host’ resources and all others are non-host resources.
Selection of networks for specialisation involves giving a high reward to only one
asymmetric resource and selection for generalisation involves giving a high reward to all ten
asymmetric resources. Low diversity environments contain all asymmetric resources and
asymmetric, non-cohesive resources. High diversity environments contain all asymmetric
resources and all of the remaining 30 resources. Part C. Networks evolve to specialise in an
historical environment of high abundance and diversity. After 500 generations, a proportion
of weights are fixed, the environment may become less diverse and/or abundant, and
networks are selected to generalise. Reward for selecting a host resource remains the same at
+5 but punishment/reward for selecting a non-host is set at either 1 or -1 depending on the
simulation.
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Figure 2. The main predictions of simulations. Networks are evolved to specialise on a small
number of resources in an historical environment that is resource-diverse and resourceabundant. After 500 generations of evolution, suddenly environments may become less
resource-abundant and diverse (as many contemporary, human-dominated, environments
have become) and we now assume that it is selectively advantageous for networks to
generalise. At this point different proportions of network ‘genes’ (weights) are fixed to
represent the loss of genetic diversity that is thought to occur during prolonged specialisation
in nature. Y-axes of plots measure how well networks proceed towards perfect generalist
behaviour over a further 500 generations of evolution. X-axes measure the percentage of
‘genes’ fixed in the networks. (i) plots represent simulations in which networks are punished
slightly within the genetic algorithm for selection of an ‘incorrect’ resource. (ii) plots
represent simulations in which networks are rewarded slightly within the genetic algorithm
for selecting an ‘incorrect’ resource. Plots B-E represent identical simulations with networks
conformed differently, to determine how well key effects generalise. (A) plots represent
simulations where networks did not initially evolve specialisation so comparison of (A) with
B-E plots shows the impacts of specialisation in the historical environment on key effects
within the contemporary environment. Generally, resource diversity facilitates evolution of
generalisation in the contemporary environment but the opposite is true under some
conditions when networks do not specialise in the historical environment. This effect of
resource diversity in the contemporary environment is, therefore, specific to specialists, at
least under some conditions. Networks are generally robust to loss of ‘genes’ and impacts of
this factor with respect to treatment are static, but historical specialisation does lower
robustness in the contemporary environment to loss of genetic diversity. At 100% weight
fixation the networks are unable to evolve and this is reflected in the 0 value. The completely
fixed networks could not make any progress toward generalism. * Note that Y-axes use
different scales to ease visualisation.
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